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Information on video surveillance in accordance with Art. 13 of the 

General Data Protection Regulation 

Date: 31.05.2023 

 
We use video surveillance at some of our properties/construction sites. Below you will find some 

data protection information on the processing of your personal data in the context of this video 
surveillance. 

 

Address of the permanently monitored property: 
 

• Anton-Bruchausen-Straße 4, 48147 Münster  
 

 
Who is responsible for processing the data? 

 

Responsible for data processing is: Nowega GmbH  
Anton-Bruchausen-Str. 4 

48147 Münster 
Telephone: 0251-609980 

 

Our data protection officer is: Herr Thomas Floß 
EDV Unternehmensberatung Floß GmbH 

Hopfengarten 10 
33775 Versmold 

Telephone: 05423-964000 
 

 

You are welcome to send enquiries directly to our data protection officer or to the e-mail address 
datenschutz@nowega.de. 

 
What data is processed in the course of our video surveillance? 

 

Image recordings of employees/suppliers/visitors to the respective properties. The resulting data 
may include working time data or location data. 

 
What are the purposes and legal grounds of video surveillance? 

 

The purpose of video surveillance and the associated data processing is the prevention of vandal-
ism and theft as well as the preservation of house rights on our company/building site premises. 

Another purpose of video surveillance is to be able to trace damage to property and theft. There-
fore, mere video observation (without recording) is not sufficient. 

 
The legal basis for video surveillance results from our legitimate interest within the meaning of Art. 

6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR. The interest pursued is the protection of our stock, business secrets, per-

sonal data of customers, business partners and/or employees as well as our buildings and proper-
ties. In this respect, video surveillance serves as a deterrent, to enforce access control and to pro-

tect the objects (significant material assets) in warehouses, offices, server rooms and other areas 
of the respective monitored property. 
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Who receives this data? 
 

For the video surveillance of our properties, we also use commissioned processors who, for exam-
ple, provide, maintain or monitor camera systems. Corresponding order processing contracts have 

been concluded with each of these. 
 

The commissioned processer is: BauWatch Projekt Service GmbH 

Breitscheider Weg 117 b 
40885 Ratingen 

 
 

How long will your data be stored? 

 
Your personal data is generally deleted as soon as it is no longer required for the aforementioned 

purposes. In individual cases, further processing of the data is necessary to avert danger or to 
prosecute a criminal offence. 

 
The storage period is a maximum of 10 days.  

 

What data protection rights can you assert as a data subject? 
 

You have the right to information, correction, deletion, blocking, data transfer and the right to re-
strict processing. There is also a right to the return of the data provided by you in a structured, 

common and machine-suitable format. You also have the right to object. An objection to lawful 

processing must be declared to the responsible party. The responsible party will then no longer 
process the personal data unless it can demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds for the pro-

cessing which override the interests, rights and freedom of the data subject, or the processing 
serves the purpose of asserting, exercising or defending legal claims (Art. 21(3) GDPR). If you be-

lieve that your data is being processed unlawfully, you have the right to lodge a complaint with a 
data protection supervisory authority. 

 

Where can you lodge a complaint? 
 

Pursuant to Art. 77 GDPR, you have the right to lodge a complaint with a data protection supervi-
sory authority if you believe that the processing of your personal data is not lawful. The following 

supervisory authority is responsible for our company: 

 
Landesbeauftragte für Datenschutz und Informationsfreiheit Nordrhein-Westfalen 

Kavalleriestr. 2-4 
40213 Düsseldorf 

Telephone: 0211/38424-0 

Fax: 0211/38424-999 
E-Mail: poststelle@ldi.nrw.de 

 

 

 


